4-H Rabbit Activity # 1 key
Quiz Bowl questions!
1. What does the acronym ARBA stand for? American Rabbit Breeders Association
2. Which ear of the rabbit would have an ARBA registration tattoo in it? The right ear

3. What is a female rabbit called? Doe
4. What is a male rabbit called? Buck
5. What are baby rabbits called? Kits
6. Where is the loin of the rabbit? Between the ribs and hip
7. What are the 4 major fur types in rabbits? Normal, Satin, Rex, Angora
8. Which fur type contains a long, wool-type fiber that is used in the manufacture of clothing? Angora
9. What is brindle or brindling? The intermixture of colored hairs
10. What is a broken coat? Molting or has broken hairs
11. In referring to coat color, what is rust? A discoloration of the fur (often on the sides, flanks or feet)
12. When a rabbit gives birth, what is it called? Kindle or Kindling
13. Name 2 breeds of rabbits that have bulldog heads? Lops (Holland, Mini, French); Dutch; Netherland Dwarf
14. Which breed of rabbit has bars and bands? Harlequin
15. What is another name for malocclusion? Buck teeth, wolf teeth, butting teeth or pegged teeth
16. Name two parasites that rabbits can get? Lice, fleas, worms, mange
17. Describe Moon Eye (or Wall eye)? The rabbits eye looks like it has a milky film over it (whitish in color)
18. Which breed of rabbits have wool? Angora rabbits; Jersey wooly
19. What causes mange in rabbits? Mites
20. What is a dewlap? A pendulous fold of loose skin, which hangs from the throat of some rabbits
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